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" We are students of English/' he went on, " grammar, reading
and writing—very difficult ;  subjunctive moods most difficult.
Little brothers not get there yet.   We like speak English with
you."   He spoke intelligibly enough with the intonation of the
Japanese-—every   word   divided   into   monosyllables   and   all
equally unaccented.    There was no favouritism, every syllable
had its right to its full value and obtained it.   These introductory
remarks appeared to exhaust for the moment my young com-
panions' stock of conversation.   The boys fell into line and we
walked on in silence.   I then began to ask them questions, chosen
for their simplicity of words and pronounced very slowly, but as
a rule the three youths stopped walking, looked at each other
and the eldest would say, " Sir.   Please ask it over again once
more/'   I enquired about their school and their home life.   Their
mother kept a small shop in Nikko where she sold the products of
the place, peppermints and objects of rough lacquer and carved
wood and picture postcards, the stock in trade of half the little
establishments of the one long street, which the Japanese pilgrims
to the shrines buy and take away as souvenirs.     Meanwhile
brother number two appeared to be preparing for a great effort,
he coughed and swallowed and stood still and walked on again,
until finally he pulled himself together and in a loud monotonous
voice said, " Sir, in the springtime the birds sing in the trees of
Nikko."   It was a magnificent effort and he blushed with excite-
ment and satisfaction.    Then it was the youngest boy's turn.
" In autumn, Sir, and in winter the birds sing on rare occasions."
We walked on again in silence.    The honour of Japan was
vindicated.    All three brothers had carried on a conversation in
English with an Englishman !    Such nice boys they were, so
gentle and so polite and so earnest and day after day they waylaid
me, by chance of course, and we walked in the damp forest and
by the rushing river to where the many moss-clothed stone
Buddhas stand in their long row and get wetter and wetter.   And
there under the sheltering roof of a summer house we sat and
talked.    One day when I asked them what professions they
meant to pursue they replied in turn, " Statesman."   I explained
that it would be difficult for all three of them to be Prime Minister
whereupon the eldest answered modestly and demurely, " There
are  many  Ministers in  the Japanese  Government."    Their
English certainly improved as the days went by.    Shyly they
would emerge from the woods and join me, or were waiting near
the old red lacquer bridge.   They never seemed to see me till I

